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Quick Facts

DaySy enables fast luminescence imaging of installed photovoltaic modules and strings independently of solar irradiance.
Why test photovoltaic modules?
The overall lifetime of photovoltaic modules is in the range of 20 years. Unfortunately hazards during transport and installation as well as wind and snow load may damage the modules. Damaged modules need to be identified and replaced as they lower the PV plant power
output.
How does DaySy work?
The DaySyBox injects electrical power into the PV modules to generate infrared radiation.
The DaySyCam captures the infrared radiation and calculates luminescence images. The luminescence is a live-image of the electrical quality of the PV module.
What is the difference between thermography and DaySy?
Thermography captures the dissipated heat of the PV module. Thermography is an indirect
indicator of module quality since defects usually burn power and thus generate more heat than
intact cells.
DaySy generates luminescence images which are directly correlated to the electrical activit y
of the solar cells. Luminescence is a direct indicator of module quality, since inactive parts do
not generate power.

DaySy

Dark box EL

MPP Thermography

What defects is DaySy able to detect?
DaySy detects (micro-) cracks, potential induced degradation (PID), defective soldering
points, disjoint fingers and material inhomogeneities. By combining electroluminescence with
photoluminescence, DaySy identifies solar cells with low parallel resistance, high series resistance, inactive areas and modules with poor low light response.
What are the main advantages of DaySy?





Fast electroluminescence imaging of up to 400 kWp/day
Measure inside existing PV system: no need to dismount modules
Measure day and night independent from solar irradiance
Detect and identify all relevant failure modes

Applications of DaySy





Quality assurance
Defect detection and analysis
Building integrated PV
Audit
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Daylight Luminescence

The luminescence radiation of silicon is orders of magnitude weaker than daylight or even
artificial indoor lighting. In order to acquire electroluminescence (EL) images, any other light
source than the solar cell has to be filtered away. The first and simplest solution is a simple
dark box enclosure around the sample and the camera. Such an enclosure is used in laboratory
systems or mobile EL trucks. More sophisticated optical filtering allows EL imaging in the
night or at dusk/dawn, where there is little background light. The addition of lock-in post processing on top of the optical filter finally enables daylight luminescence.
For electroluminescence (EL) imaging it is necessary to inject power into the measured string.
Conventional systems use a DC power source. DaySy injects a specifically modulated power
signal into the measured string. The camera then locks onto the injected signal and extracts it
from the background radiation thus calculating the luminescence image.
If the luminescence is considered a signal and the background radiation is considered noise a
conventional EL image in daylight has a signal to noise ratio of SNR < 0.001 after optical
filtering. This means that the background is much stronger than EL. The DaySy lock-in processing enhances the SNR by a factor of 10 000 to SNR > 10. Now the EL signal is clearly
visible.
DaySy is the only system capable of capturing photoluminescence (PL) images of whole PV
modules. For PL imaging the sample is usually excited with a powerful light source like a
laser. The excitation radiation needs to be separated from the luminescence by strong and
sharp optical filters. Scaling the excitation and optical filtering to module size makes the system prohibitively expensive. The DaySy algorithm loosens these constraints on the optical
system so PL imaging can be performed either outdoors in direct sunlight or indoors with an
affordable light source.

Figure 0.1: DaySy electroluminescence (left) compared to a conventional EL image after
optical filtering in daylight (right).
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DaySy Setup

The design goals for DaySy are Mobility, Robustness and Throughput. DaySy consists of the
DaySyCam and the DaySyBox. The DaySyBox acts as the center of the ground power system. The DaySyCam is the mobile sensor unit, which acquires EL images.

Figure 0.2: DaySy consists of Controller, DaySyCam and the DaySyBox. The DaySyBox
injects a power signal into the currently connected string. Signal power is derived from up to
6 generator strings during daytime or an optional DC power generator at night. The DaySyCam extracts the signal and creates the EL image, which is transmitted to the controller. DaySyCam and Controller are mobile.

DaySyCam: The DaySyCam is designed as an autonomous robust and highly mobile sensor.
It is mounted on a pole or a tripod. The DaySyCam has to be aimed at the target for approximately 10-30s. Onboard software compensates minor shaking.
DaySyBox: The DaySyBox injects a power signal into the measured string. The power signal
is provided by up to 6 generator strings during the day or by an external power generator during the night, or on dark cloudy days.
Controller: The Controller is a rugged Laptop, which provides a GUI for DaySy and a USB
connection to the DaySyCam. A live image is displayed in order to control focus and exposure. Then the luminescence image is calculated. The lock-in processing gradually improves
the image quality. Once satisfied with the result the user saves the luminescence image.
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3.1

Measurement Procedure

The DaySy measurement procedure consists of two parts: ground system installation and mobile luminescence measurement. Both can be performed independently and in parallel.

Figure 0.3: DaySy Measurement Procedure: After the generator is connected the mobile luminescence measurement can start.
1. Connect the power generator to the DaySyBox
a. Up to 6 already installed PV strings can be connected to supply power during
daytime
b. An optional DC source is able to supply power during both day- and nighttime.
The DC source significantly increases throughput and image quality on dark
and cloudy days.
2. Connect the active string
3. Position the DaySyCam as required
a. Point the tripod mounted camera towards a PV module and hold it still until
you are satisfied with the luminescence image.
b. You need to make sure that the sun glare is not directly reflected into the image
c. An optionally available, custom designed sunshade on the lens significantly
improves image quality.
4. Acquire the luminescence image. The acquisition time depends on the solar cell type
as well as the image type.
a. General purpose EL images:
i. HIT or IBC high efficiency solar panels require less than 10s
ii. Standard mono- and multicrystalline solar panels require 10-30s
5
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iii. EFG or String Ribbon panels require more than 60s
b. Series resistance limited EL images: double the above times
c. PL Images: triple the above times
3.2

Operating Conditions

DaySy is 24h available. During daytime it is not necessary to provide additional power except
for what is already present on site. DaySy generates sun powered photoluminescence (PL)
images if the solar irradiance is above 80 W/m2. Self-powered electroluminescence (EL) is
possible if the solar irradiance is above 30 W/m2. During the night or on dark cloudy days, EL
measurements may be performed with an external power generator, which can be attached to
the DaySyBox.

Figure 0.4: DaySy enables luminescence measurements independent of solar irradiance.
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Throughput and Resolution

DaySyCam has a resolution of 320x256 pixels. A sensible procedure is to start imaging multiple modules at once and then take a relevant sample of close up images:


Multiple modules per image: up to 400 kWp per day
o
o
o
o
o

dead areas
clusters of broken fingers
damaged interconnections
poor low light response
potential induced degradation



1 module per image: groups of broken fingers, major cracks



Close up 1/6 module per image: micro cracks and single broken fingers

Very Far: Whole String

Far: 4 Modules

1 Module

Close: 1/6 Module

Figure 0.5: PV Power plant inspection: Imaging multiple modules at once yiels a throughput
of up to 400 kWp per day. If necessary a close up sample can be collected from suspicious
modules.
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DaySy Defect Images

DaySy generates three types of luminescence images: quasi photoluminescence images, series
resistance electroluminescence images and combined EL/PL images.
5.1

Quasi Photoluminescence Images

Display the local open circuit voltage. The difference to real photoluminescence images is
that only the luminescence of electrically connected parts of the solar cells is displayed. Electrically disconnected or seriously damaged parts are completely dark in the DaySy PL images.
Quasi Photoluminescence Images require the longest acquisition time, especially if the solar
irradiance is low.
Visible defects are:






(Micro-)Cracks
Material quality: Local open circuit voltage reduced due to low bulk lifetime.
Low parallel resistance: Local open circuit voltage reduced due to low parallel resistance caused by intrinsic or mechanically induced shunts.
Potential induced degradation: Local open circuit voltage reduced due to low parallel resistance caused by PID.
Inactive cell areas

Figure 0.6: Quasi photoluminescence image of a strongly damaged module (left) and of an
almost intact module (right).
5.2

Series Resistance EL Images

Measure the connectivity of the solar cells in a module. Areas, which are badly connected,
appear dark since only little of the injected current reaches those areas. Dark areas generally
decrease the fill factor of the PV module. The acquisition time of Series Resistance EL Images depends on the number of PV input string pairs or on the current of the DC power supply.
Visible defects are:





(Micro-)Cracks
Disjoint fingers and interconnectors
Ohmic losses
Inactive cell areas
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Figure 0.7: Series resistance EL image of a strongly damaged module (left) and of an almost
intact module (right).
5.3

Combined EL/PL Images

Measure the general quality of the PV module. Those images are superposition of PL and
series resistance EL images. Combined EL/PL Images offer the shortest acquisition times.
Visible defects are:







(Micro-)Cracks
Disjoint fingers and interconnectors
Ohmic losses
Low parallel resistance
Potential induced degradation
Inactive cell areas

Figure 0.8: Illuminated EL image of a strongly damaged module (left) and of an almost intact
module (right).
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6.1

Characterizing Defects
Ohmic losses

Ohmic losses lower the fill factor of the PV module. They can be detected by comparing a
series resistance EL image with a PL image. Areas that have a high series resistance connection to the remainder of the module appear dark in the EL image but seem intact in the PL
image. Typical examples are disjoint fingers, damaged cell interconnection and bad solder
joints.

Figure 0.9: Ohmic losses: Disjoint fingers, damaged interconnections: dark EL (left) but intact
PL (right).
6.2

Potential Induced Degradation

Potential Induced Degradation (PID) creates microshunts through the pn junction of the affected solar cells. Affected solar cells have a very low parallel resistance and therefore appear
dark in any luminescence image. A chessboard pattern of dark and bright solar cells in the
luminescence image of the module is a quick indicator of PID. Absolute certainty can be
achieved by checking for poor low light response.

Figure 0.10: Potential induced degradation: chessboard pattern with darker EL and black PL
due to low parallel resistance.
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6.3

Polarization of Sunpower Modules

Figure 0.11: Two PV strings containing Sunpower modules, which are affected by the Polarization effect recognized in the EL images due to the chessboard pattern.
6.4

Poor Low Light Response

Solar cells that suffer from a reduced parallel resistance perform worse under low light conditions than under standard test conditions. Poor parallel resistance is easily characterized by
comparing two PL images taken at different irradiance levels. PL images correlate to the cells
open circuit voltage. Modules with poor low light response contain cells with similar open
circuit voltages under high irradiance. Under low irradiance the open circuit voltage of some
of the solar cells will drop considerably. These cells appear darker in the PL image.

Figure 0.12: Poor low light response. Left PL image taken at 800 W/m2. Right PL image take
at 80 W/m2. Under low irradiance the open circuit voltage decreases due to low parallel resistance, dark cells appear.
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6.5

Serious Damage

Seriously damaged modules have solar cells with dark areas in all DaySy luminescence images: combined EL/PL, series resistance EL and PL. Those areas are either completely disconnected or dead or have a very low parallel resistance. Dead areas reduce the current and low
parallel resistance reduces the fill factor and open circuit voltage of the PV module.

General EL

Series Resistance EL

PL

Figure 0.13: Seriously damaged module.Dead areas: black EL & black PL. Areas with high
series resistance: dark EL & regular PL. Areas with low parallel resistance: darker PL
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